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Black, Brown Speakers s" student Anti-Car Burial Forces Rally
Views Recent
Survival Faire Opens
Call for Political Action smc Confab
To Large Crowds;

A chorus of mostly Black and Chicano speakers echoed the call for revolutionary political action at a rally
yesterday supporting "Political Pritimen Week," culled by the Black Student Union IBSUI.
"Every one of us is a political prisoner," Steve McClendon, BSU chairman., told a crowd of 200. "When they
get through with the leaders they are
going to come down on us."
Herman Fagg, Socialist Workers
Party iSWP I gubernatorial candidate,
told the crowd that mounting anti-war
protest was responsible for increased
got ernment pressure.
"The government cannot afford to
have the Black Panther Party, the
Chicago Eight, and SWP going around,
because they are growing. The attempt
to stop these movements is an attempt
to stop the whole anti-war movement,"
he said.
Alice Thomas, RS11 minister of education. challenged Black students to
"do something, niggah, if you only spit,
do something!"

ESCAPIKM
She warned again.st escapism by
Black students, telling them to stop
taking pills and narcotics. Emphasizing
that minorities would need a clear head
to wage their struggle, she offered herself as an example.
"Everything I talked about I did.
everything I talked about I stopped,"
she said.
Sal Candelaria, Chicano speaker and
Brown Beret leader, also offered himself as an example to the crowd.
"I beat the man," Sal boasted. "I
beat the man ’cause I only got seven

months out of what could have been
20 to 35 years."
C’undelaria was jailed and later committed to Agnew State Hospital out of
protests of the city -sponsored Fiesta
de Las Roses, "I was sent to Agnew
State Hospital for speaking Spanish ...
incoherently," he charged.
In emotion filled remarks, Candelaria
compared the terrorism he had seen
against minority people in East San
Jose to the Poor People’s Campaign
in Washington, D.C.

REPRESSION
He charged that Mexican -American
and Black youths were in jail because
of political repression. "Los Siete are
in jail because some pigs decided to
crash their pad."
"I was talking to a friend of mine,
and he told me, ’Hey, look, I got a
bullet wound in my thigh, I got hit in
Saigon.’ I told him I got one right
here behind my hip, I got in Chicago,
and a stab I got in Washington, and a
beating I got in East San Jose."
I3SU spokesmen ripped the scheduled
Survival Faire, Miss Thomas called
for Black female students to throw out
their birth control pills, while McClendon attacked the scheduled car burial.
In his closing remarks McClendon
charged ecology supporters with avoiding the real issue of the problem.
’The smog from that one car isn’t
going to hurt anybody. If they want to
do something about this survival they
ought to ’off’ General Motors."
Rallies are scheduled for Thursday
and Friday. Revolutionary films will be
shown today and Wednesday at 4:30
p.m. in JC 141.

Cartoonist Keynotes Faire
The Survival Faire’s "keynote address" by cartoonist Dan O’Neill last
night was in reality a multi-media show
fait on by O’Neill and his cartoon creation, Odd Bodkins.
Backed up by two singing guitarists
and the endless babbling of a sidekick,
O’Neill talked randomly, strummed his
own guitar and sang sporadically as a
series of his cartoons were flashed on
a large white screen behind him.
"We’re going to take you beyond
paranoia, hopefully to stark terror," he
said in opening his performance. "We’re
going to do our lxst to scare the hell
out of you."
The cartoons that ran against the
wall dealt with ecology, television, sex,
religion, "law and order," and the general futility of man,

The most lengthy cartoon strip was
one he called "The Mr. Spanky Thing."
The story has been running in the San
Francisco Chronicle for the last two
and one-half months.
O’Neill prefaced the presentation
with the words: "If there are any FBI
agents in the audience, I hope you enjoy the show."
It soon became apparent why he
made the remark, as Mr. Spanky, the
villian of the piece, is a caricature of
FBI chief .J. Edgar Hoover.
Volunteering that "I recently had
by blood tested and I have asphalt in
my veins," O’Neill vowed that "as soon
as I get my grubstake I’m going to
leave Marlboro Country and live in the
North Woods of Canada where land is
cheap, and try and find the America
of Thomas Jefferson’s time."

Two SJS students were among the
4,000 delegates to a National Student
Anti-war Conference held Saturday and
Sunday at Cleveland’s Case Western
Reserve University.

Even as Survival Fain- triumphantly

Ron Harbeck and Addie Inset represented SJS at the conference called
try the Student Mobilization Committee
to End the War-in Vietnam SMCi.

opened, opponents of the Faire’s climatic car burial began to rally their
forces.
Hundreds of students and teachers

According to Harbeck, the major decision to come from the meeting was
"to continue the mass mobilizations of
last year." He stressed that the conference recommended peaceful rather
than violent demonstrations.

from SJS, other colleges,

lege Union yesterday for the Faire’s
grand opening.
Exhibits, films, three panels, and to
performance

slated at Survival Faire this week. Today at 1 p.m. the
East Bay Sharks will present a "paper movie" entitled
"A Man Named Noah."

improvisational

Meanwhile, the bright yellow 1970
Maverick that is scheduled to be buried
In front of the old cafeteria on Friday
rested on Seventh Street.
The C once rned Conservationists
Church is spearheading a drive to head
off the burial. Their booth in the Union
is surrounded by signs protesting the
proposed "funeral." They also have a
petition circulating opposing the plan.
Members of the "Church" said they
would picket the burial if it comes off
BURIAL STILL ON

Workshops were held Saturday morning on such topics as women’s liberation, civil disobedience, the draft, corporations, and the Third World. Each
workshop formulated a position statement to present to the main body of
the conference.

COVERAGE

the

filled the day.

VSA DELEGATES

Harbeck stated that "The media
from as far away as Holland was at
Cleveland to cover the conference."
He reemphasized that what the conference most wanted to bring out to
the media was that they planned on
"having mass mobilizations and continuing peaceful non-violent demonstrations of the type which took place in
October and November."
A regional conference of SMC is
going to be held in San Francisco,
Feb. 28 to March 1. The plans for this
conference are the same as those of
the national conference.
On Feb. 26 at 7 p.m., both Harbeck
and Miss Insel will be speaking about
the national conference in room CH
149.

by

theater group, Congress of Wonders,

Harbeck said that about two-thirds
of the delegates were front the YSA
and that the group dominated most of
the conference. He said that parliamentary procedures and bureaucracy
were used by all of the groups in attendance in attempts to dominate the
proceedings.

Some of the position statements
which were passed Sunday afternoon
by the main body included granting
support to the GLF, granting support
support to GLF, Women’s Liberation
movement, and supporting the self-determination of Third World people.

and local

high schools streamed through the (’ol-

The conference, called by the SMC
to "launch the spring offensive," was
attended by such groups as the Young
Socialist Alliance tYSA I, the Boston
SDS, the Gay Liberation Front (GLI-1i,
and representatives of the Womens
Liberation movement.

D,ly photo by Rh Hessel

CONGRESS OF WONDERSThe underground theater group performed yesterday in the Loma Prieta
Room, the first of several radical theater performances

More On Tap Today

Survival Faire organizers are sticking to their plan of the symbolic burial.
It would be unfair to donators, one
of whom contributed $1,000, not to
carry out the program, a Faire spokesman said.

THE WAVE OF THE FUTURE/
Survival Faire display warns against flood of trash

Population Explosion
Discussed by Panel
By ELLEN ’SEVIER
Daily Investigative Reporter
The population explosion leaves man
with a choice. He can let the bomb
keep ticking and number 14 billion
people in 70 years or "stay alive with
enough breeding stock to make a new
start."
"The Population Bomb?" was the
topic of the Survival Faire’s first panel
discussion. The discussion was led by
Stephanie Mills, campus representative
for Planned Parenthood, and included
Mrs. Shirley Radl, national director of
Zero Population Growth; Dr. David
Eakins, a member of the SJS History
Department; and Dr. Grover Stephens.
Dr. Stephens, a marine biologist front
U.C. Irvine. commented that "we can’t
survive without a population crash."
He reminded the audience that the
population of the U.S. will double in
70 years, and if current trends continue, the world population of 3.5 billion will double before 2000.
Because a large portion of the population is just entering the reproductive
’-i’s, families who want 3 children
hike population to 400 million by
2000. Even if the population groups
succeed and convince parents to limit
themselves to only one child, the number of people in the US, will number
257 million. The 1960 census recorded
about 178 million.
No matter how life is organized,
"there is a certain number of people
the earth can support," according to
Dr. Stephens.
REVOLUTION NEEDED
Dr. Eakins from SJS said that, "the
U.S. needs a revolution." Our problems will desttoy us sinless they are
solved. The existing capitalist -military system has not or can not solve
the basic problems of society.
"Our economy demands existing production of waste, creating urban
blight, freeways. automobile pollution
. . . destroying the older values of in;dualism, autonomy and communcontinued Dr. Eakins.
Disputing the themy offered by Dr.
Paul R. Ehrlich, author of "The Population Mani)," Eakins C1:111Th‘ft that Erlich fits his program into the require-

ments of the existing political economy.
"There must he an end . . . to production of waste as an economic way
of life and if that isn’t a revolution I
don’t know what is," concluded Dr.
Eakins.
Mrs. Radl commented that Dr. Eakins didn’t seem to consider population
a problem. He replied that while people
do produce a lot of pollution the system is the problem. Miss Mills countered that the problems of pollution
are intrinsic to any economy.
"Survival requires new patterns of
thought," added Miss MilLs.
The question of the many groups interested in ecology splintering and
weakening the movement was raised
by Dr. Stephens. While he said the
pluralistic nature of the ecology movement lends itself to acceptance by a
pluralistic society, splinter groups do
pose a problem.
NO VIOLENCE
"Let’s not have groups like the SDS.
RAM, or the Weathermen vying with
each other to see who is the most effectit e in a small way," explained Dr.
Stephens.
The discussion was then opened to
the audience. One student asked if it
is true that if the size of automobile
engines were limited to the size of
pollution
Volkswagenss
those
in
would be lessened.
A graduate student with a degree in
engineering replied that any kind of
engine. whether it is steam, electric or
internal combustion, will create smog.
Another student pointed out that
immigration into an area brings with
it congestion and pollution.
Mks Mills replied that the answer
to that would be to slow down the
local Chamber of Commerce. She added
that it is now illegal to restrict travel
and immigration between states but
%%mitered if in the future there
wouldn’t have to be a ban of this type
between states or even counties.
Dr. Stephens also mentioned the
problem of alienation in overpopulated
areas.
Revolution is implied here. explained
Stephens, but one which preserves the

individual as a person.

Dr. H. Thomas Harvey, founder of
the Concerned Conservationist Church,
told the Daily that large contributers
should be advised of any change in
plans, but he did not consider it a
major obstacle to stopping the funeral.
Opponents contend "to bury the car
will create animosity on the part of the
general public towards the ecology
movement," according to a leaflet they
are distributing.
They also argue that "conservation
means the wise use of natural resources
as opposed to waste and it is wasteful
to bury over $2,000 worth of machinery. .
"The money could better be used for
other things: setting up a campus
ecology center, paying a full-time
worker for Zero Population Growth, or
for supporting the numerous ecologyoriented groups in their efforts to fight
pollution," the statement concluded.
THREE PANELS
Three panels will highlight today’s
activities. "Waste of Human Resources," is the topic at 10:30 am, Led
by Pete Ellis, coordinator of the Faire,
participants include Dr. Hthert Burns,
SJS’ acting president; James Edwards,
A.S. president; and San Jose attorney
John Thorne. Also included will be representatives of Women’s Liberation,
Gay Liberation, and ex-convict Richard
Hyland.
Dr. Harvey will lead a 3:30 p.m.
panel on "Conservation of Natural Resources." Panelists include SJS’ Dr.
Richard Hart and Dr. Jame, Heath.
and Dr. Gordon Parks of Stanford
University.
Climaxing today will be "The Politics
of Ecology," featuring Sen. Al Alquist,
Assemblyman Earle Crandall, San Jose
Vice Mayor Norman Mineta, and Don
McKay of the Metropolitan Associates
of San Jose.
The East Bay Sharks guerilla theater
will present a "paper MOVie" at 1 p.m.
entitled "A Man Named Noah."
FILMS CONTI N U E
Films and exhibits will continue
throughout the day.
The 80-foot Bay Area Rapid Transit
BART) car will not arrive until
Thursday, Faire organizers learned YOE
terday. The car is so wide, that two
lanes of the freeway must be blocked
off when it is transported to San Jose.
Yesterday, People trooped through
the Union throughout the day and evening, standing in line to view the
Hunger Room, donning surgical masks
to enter the pollution room, laughing at
the Congress of Wonders. observing the
exhibits, watching the films, and talking to members of the various organizations sponsoring the exhibits.
Included among the visitors were
several students from local high schools,
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Bs BILL LANGAN and JEFF MI Ll.lNS
It as 1973 ... and sitting al - in his
office in the College Union Building was
a troubled James Edwards. He was contemplating whether he should seek a "fifth"
term as A.S. President at SJS.

Editorials

Contempt for What?
1. %as characterized as representing
Judge Julius Jennings Hoffman.
"All that is old, all that is ugly. all that is bigoted. and all that is repressive in
America- by Chicago Eight -Minus -One defendant Rennie Davis Saturday. The
.e by the judge
statement follimed yet another startling and unprecedented
to
a
close.
draiss
trial
five
-month
-old
as the
(nun
The jury had heard final arguments and had rereised its instruct*
the judge beftire retiring to deliberate the future of the seven defendants They
tes. when Hofffin- three
hadn’t been out of the Chicago Feileral conrtr
man launched a vendetta against the "conspirators" and their lawyers.
One by one. Judge Hoffman charged the defendants with numerous contempt
of rourt citations: found them guilty: and sentenced them to various Federal
Prison terms. Ile first cited pacifist Dav id Dellinger with 32 counts of contempt
and sentenced hull to 2’i! years. Ile sentenced National Mobe leaders Rennie
Dav ls and Tom Hayden to 23 and 14 months in prison respectively. Denying
defense imitions that the eharges should be tried by a new judge and jury. Hoffto all ses en of the co-defendants and
man continued to mete out incarcerat
then moved on to their attorneys.
Astounding and shocking legal experts across the country. Hoffman then dealt
out his tinst severe blow. After charging chief counsel for the defense William
11. tstui-iler with 2 1 counts of contempt for the manner in which he defended
i- ii it liiiffman sentenced the 30 year old attiorney to iuiu ire than four years
in prison. Completing the by now "Conspiracy Nine." the judge then sentenced
attorney Leonard A\ einghtss to 20 months imprisonment.
Regardless of the jury findings. the Spartan Daily believes that these actions
by Hoffman are consistent with his handling of the entire five-month blasphemy
and are thus a fitting end to this trial.
For this trial has been the greatest mockery of justice ever perpetrated upon
the American people. This trial may well set the precedent for the destruction of
any claim to justice or equality under the law by the American legal system. As
II blatant ease of politically inspired pu rsecution. this trial competes with those
of I litler’s Nazi Germany for relative infamy.
The defendants nwre contemptuous of this cimrt. The Daily believes that it
was their duty to so be and further that it is the duty of all just and right thinking Americans to be Os ertly and loudly outraged by this court and adamantly
’contemptuous of it.
Dav is’ parting remark to Judge Hoffman was that "Our generation will devour
pint- kind." e certainly hope so.

Burns

Our First Choice

Rumors rontinue to circulate that at least two permanent state college presidents. and possibly three, vv ill be named at this nornth’s Board of Trustees
imeting. The positions waiting to be filled are at Long Beach State, Sacramento
and SJS.
11 !tile Long Bead’ State has announred who its top choice is and Sacramento
State ha- indicated who rates high on its list. trying to get similar information out
of -authoritative sources- on this campus has been like pulling teeth.
The Daily has learned. however. that Acting President Hobert Burns was
among the choices of the S.IS campus presiilential selection committee,
v%hiel sent Dr. Burns" name and four others to the statewide rainbow committurn. will send its recommendation to the Chancel1%11111111W
lor. s% Iii. IllakeS the final rreommendation to the Board of Trustees. The Chancellor ton -t submit at least two name- to the Trustees for each campus. The Daily
Dr. Burns’ MIMI‘ on that list.
hope- to (

Agnew Lashes Out Again
Agnew lias scored another "lie for America’s silent majority:
Vici President
Hayill ii PIer the ire Pre-ident criticized colleges and tttt iveri.ast meek at a
ty groups on the basis of quotas rather than
...tiles for admitting Blacks and other
Iheir aptitudes for learning.
Agnew claims "superciliiiii- sophisticates- an. by -st llllll strange madness" demanding
that attendance at miner-in,- I. ha -e,1 uphill quotas instead of the individual’s ability
specific college or unkersity in his criticism.
I.’ learn or teach. He did iito
should pursue the truth iind "the free 11111ire Pre-ident also -aid
hile rarefullv protecting and preserving its autoloal to a free soriet

tow., .
fail short of truth and freedom for all
"it r. 1::itcws standard- for truth and freed
educational institution-. \\ hat is more truthful and in the pursuit of freedom than to
prioille a means of incorporating members of minority groups into the mainstream of
Edneation. particularly education at the college level_ is the key to freedom for
tle,-,
iduals.
Mr. Agnew harangues this nation’s schools for admitting students to racial quotas as
opposed to their ability to learn. The first question to ask our Vice President is what
or uniersity accepts minority group students solely on racial quotas? Colleges
trill 1111’. crsities accept these people and proide them with a chance to learn., a chance
Iii make the griole. Nronill. minority students’ intelligence in nmst *cases has been Mehl.
Me class standards. Consequently, the
-Mehl his ieI.
are baSell ’mon White.
the labor camp score very badly on the
Illark from dm ghetto and the Chicano f
teAs. Therefore, if the colleges and unit er,ities vvould admit these students on the
the minority group member is in fact left with Mr. Agnew’s
basis of Ili,.
-troth- and -freedom"’ for the colleges not to admit them as students.
11r.
..’’.s ’s speech is by nature preaching institutional racism. The N’ice President
iii-iiii,iii..ited an exclusive. White, middle class educati llll al system. Ile is destroying the
hope in the trittli that the I nited States of America can provide its citizens’ life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness.
The trag,eily of the entire matter is the fact that the "silent majority" of America
aecepts lillr 11’1’ President when lie "preaches" his bigoted beliefs. According to the
a Ii.-’. .1. hl pert11111alilY. is considered "extrentely favorable" by
recent (;.11111p Poll Mr

almost a quarter of dill 111111Itly’l adults.

RE-ELECTIONS

Poll reports more Americans disturbed over My Lai publicity than
News Item
My Lai massacre itself.

His re-elections in the springs of ’70,
’71 and ’72, were tremendous sictories.
The secret lay in his ability to acquire
more and more student, state, and federal
funds in support of the ever-expanding
Disadvantaged Students Educational Program at SJS.
Eserytime the program receised a mildollar shot-in-the-arm, a thousand or
l’
more Disadsantaged students enrolled as
freshmen at SJS.
Needless to say, these new students were
grateful, and you can bet they didn’t forget or James Edwards on election (lay.
Why, the last time ol’ James had to
enter a run-off election was back in ’69,
and his latest effort swooped up 8.000 more
votes than his nearest contender.
So why in the world was James Edwards troubled?
GRADUATION

Thrust and Parry

Nixon; More Survival Faire
Nixon

’Shrewd, Deft’

Editor:
Wendy Heller wrote a political analysis of
Richard Nixon - let there be no mistake
about that. But the question I am pondering
here is the quality of that analysis. At this
point, let’s look back upon Wendy’s article.
The statement "just keep pickin’ em Dick,
that’s what you’re good at," of course, innocently implies that Nixon can’t "pick ’em,"
and is less than a capable politician.
Regardless of the outcome, however, Judge
Haynsvvorth’s nomination was another smooth
execution of Nixon’s southern strategy. And
according to a recent Gallup poll, Spiro T. is
more than humbly gaining the esteem of the
silent, holy majority. In short, Nixon hasn’t
been humiliated since 1962, mainly because he
is a shrewd and deft politician. Any writer
who suggests otherwise is misleading us all
and is failing her "intellectual obligation."
By the way, rumor has it that the publisher
of "The Wit of Pat Nixon" is negotiating to
buy "The Astute Political Writing of Wendy
Heller."
(lag, McKinney A03817

’Heroic Gesture Award’
Editor:
I should like to give all the people organiz1) "The
ing the Survival Faire two awards
John Sperling Bandwagon Award" and 2) "The
Don Quixote Heroic Gesture Medal."
John Sperling would be the perfect Big
Brother historian -- what he did or rather
did not do last year is erased by what he
thinks he ought to be doing this year. His
student proteges appear to be of the same
all lost in pursuit of an heroic gesture
ilk
that is currently chic.
Absurdity has become a principle of most
modern expressive forms, but absurdity has
always been a principle of the heroic gesture.
The Survival Faire combines the worst of
both. What better way to protect the mercantile ugliness of America than by doing it one
better. You con the ASB and various other
chumps out of $13,000 and put together a
self-righteous side show featuring noise pollution in the form of the aptly named Grateful
Dead and conspicuous consumption in the
burial of a 1970 automobile. In a world of
classic ugliness you create baroque ugliness.
Absurd, isn’t it? - - but that’s the point.
We need not concern ourselves with consequences nor need we ponder how this will be
interpreted. Nor should we worry whether the
target audience --- middle-class non-academic
America --- will show up or even care at all.
The purpose seems to he to make sure all of
us students have a good time, collect plenty
of redundant pamphlets (most of which will
find their way into waste baskets then incinerators and eventually the air), and generally get full value for our entertainment
dollar. The Survival Faire is an end in itself-to be a "faire," to be, in short, a carnival.
Speaking practically, there are two kinds
of approaches to the solution of the ecological
1) stop-gap measures and 2) longcrisis
range attacks. The most effective stop-gaps
are legal injunctions and specific legislation.
Legislation takes lobbying as well as letters
but is less effective because it is often comprised. Court orders are immediate and unequivocal but court and counsel costs are not
small. Both, however, would be legitimate and
effective uses of the Faire money. Long range
approaches are things like the Decent Environment Amendment to the Constitution, eaten eve legislation, rapid transit, city planning.
e.r. But at the most fundamental and most
of Ameriean atti(*nicht level, the
tudes about progress, aesthetic" and birth control is paramount. These great changes are

neither quickly nor easily effected but the
mass media are sure to prove useful. If TV
can create needs for a dryer deodorant and
a brighter wash, then it can create needs for
clean air, clean water and a little elbow room.
I would like to conclude with a question
someone asked me -- "Ecology has survived
its enemies, but can it survive its friends?"
Lawrence H. Keeley A 492

It seems the pr.-- and its supposed freedoms in the
Ita% been under attack
for some t’
ou just can’t trust the
press," is the cry of the Middle America.
Actually the case is that the readers
sometimes cannot trust the information
the press reports in its publications.
If a reporter interviews a public official
about a rumored change in policy, he has
It) trust the official’s word, when at times
this word is only bunk.
what is
Often the official lies for
known as "the public interest" or "security." Such all purpose phrases remind one
of the answer most given during World
’0I’ar H to questions of "why:" "because
of the War effort."
Surely readers remember former Presi(lent Johnson saying during the campaign
trail against Sen. Barry Goldwater that he
was a dove and against entering the then
small Vieinatn mess, while Goldwater was
bombs away.
At least Sett. Goldwater told the truth.
Many people believed Johnson because
they read his quotes in newspapers. Later,
some believed it was the press that lied
and not Johnson.
Still later, many more believed Johnson again when he said our troops in Vietnam were only "advisers." We could not
believe the press then either, hut only because the press had to print such "policy"
statements by the then president.
The press call only be as free as the
public and their officials allow it. The
press can only be truthful when newsmakers stop politicking and start int:thing.
Another charge of withholding information was made recently by Sen. Albert
Gore ID-Tenn.) who said the Nixon administration is "deliberately concealing"
escalation of U.S. involvement in the Laotian civil war.
"We are engaging now in a civil war
in Laos., and we have chosen sides just
as we did earlier in Vietnam," Sen. Gore
told newsmen recently.
When you try to decide who is lying
this time: Sett. Gore. Nixon’s administrar
or the press. jutst remember that it
isn’t the press.

By now Disadvantaged students were
SJ S.
preparing to be graduated f
ISophs became juniors: juniors turned into mighty seniors, and so on .. .1 And it
was becoming pretty evident that in the
course of their senior and graduation
intelligent young
school terms these
Disadvantaged scholars were starting to
cast hopeful glimpses beyond the walls of
SJS into the world of full-time jobs,
healthy pay checks, wedding bells, crying
babies and, alas, split level homes in Los
Gatos.
There was the catch. Those full-time
jobs! Lately, disadvantaged graduates had
been telling tales about the big "hassle"
of job hunting (upon graduation.
Good jobs were hard to come by, they
noted, and "why doesn’t someone over at
SJS get off his duff and invite leaders of
industry, business and education to visit
SJS twice a year to recruit talented young
Disadvantaged graduates?"
One old Disadvantaged grad even
"seemed to remember a time back before
1970" when some kind of "Careers Day"
program was held in the College Union,
but faltered, and was discontinued when
prospective employers (for some reason or
another) stopped appearing on campus!
So now, we see why James Edwards was
such a troubled A.S. President in 1973...
He alone knew the secret of tlw demise of
"Career Day," and wouldn’t it he embarrassing if his own people forced him to
revive the program. Upstairs in the College
Union at that!
A SOHO VOICE
Just then the phone on ol’ James’s desk
rang. He grabbed it. "Yes, what is it?"
The voice on the other end was ve(I(1.,
veddy British (Soho, perhaps) and it
whispered: "There’s a large group of militant Disadvantaged students out here,
James. They’ve got a petition signed by
8,04)0 classmates and..."
"I can guess what they’re demanding."
he interrupted. "They want me to get off
my duff and invite Businessmen to a
’Careers Day’ program so they can get
jobs. Anything else?"
"Well, yes. They want it held upstairs
in the College Union..."
But ol’ James had already planted tit,
phone back in its cradle and was staring
out the window at the Student Plac(ment
Center, wondering how he’d ever live it
down.
MORAL: Perhaps we should not bite so
hard al/ the hands that one day may
feed us!
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New Groups
Keep SAO
Busy as OAS

At Survival Faire
Today
9:a.m. Film Festival and Keynote Exhibits Open Fair
10:30 a.m. Panel: -Waste of Human Resources"
Led by Peter Ellis, Humanities 160. Respondents: Dr.
Hobert Burns, president, SJS, and John Thorne, attorney,
San Jose. Resource panel: Joan Enright; Richard Hyland, ex -convict; Stewart Burns, Resistance; Linda Morse,
Women’s Liberation; James Edwards, Black college
student; Dr. Ian Court, Technology and Science Committee, and unemployed physicist.

1

It’s a tough enough task to
identify the diverse organizations
at SJS, let alone attempting to
coordinate their activities, providing them with essential advice, and advising interested stu-

3 p.m. Film Festival.

dents of what organizations are
available to them.
Who, or what, is responsible for
these gigantic undertakings?
Take a peek into Room 242
of the Administration Building
sometime and you’ll find out.

Tomorrow
9 a.m. Film Festival and Keynote Exhibits Open Fair..
10:30 a.m. Panel: "Ethics of Survival."
Led by Dr. E. E. Rutherford, psychology, SJS. Panelists:
Dr. Roger Dittman, physics, Cal State Fullerton; Dr.
Stephen Shapiro, English, U.C. Irvine; Dr. Anita Silvers,
philosophy, San Francisco State; William Swanson, Humanities 160.

REVERSE ORDER
Its functions are as cumbersome as those of Ow Organization ot American State (OAS in
Latin America, and ironically it
bears the same initials, only in
reverse order.
The SAO if the Student Activities Office. Dr. Cornelia Tomes,
associate dean of student activities, and her staff. including
Virginia Ellis and Mrs. Phyllis
Sutphen, assistants to Dr. Tomes,
are responsible for the services
offered by the Activities Office.

Noon: A Potpourri
Migrant
Theatre, Poetry Reading
featuring Joe Lomuto, United Farrn Workers and others.
1:30 pt-n. Mother Earth Beauty Contest.
2 p.m. Panel: -Rape of the Mother Earth"
Led by Dr. Donald Aitken, physics, Stanford University.
Panelists: Robert Irwin, artist; Jerry Mender, Mender and
Associates, advertising; Mark Tigan, Humanities 160;
Dr. George Treichel, director, Center for Ecology and
environmental Studies, San Francisco State.
7 p.m. Film Festival
9 p.m. Workshops.
...440IMMIIRRINPEr

’Jonah’s Wail’ Offers
Coffee, Music, Religion
Wail, according to Karpel, is
peace.
Rev. Hoch added that two new
activities are being scheduled this
month One of these is a series
of films on current subjects.
Flicks of W. C. Fields, Laurel
and Hardy and Charlie Chaplin
were shown last weekend in celebration of the third anniversary
of the Wail.
Also, beginning next week,
every second and fourth Tuesday
at 9 and 11 p.m. "The Council
Players" will perform. This group
will give musical and theatrical
reviews, and drama and poetry
readings.
The coffee house is sponsored
by the campus ministries using
the facilities of the Campus
Christian Center. Coffee house
committee members donate their
time and services to help with
programming, publicity. servant
staffing and bookkeeping procedures.
Karpel stated that people who
patronize Jonah’s Wail actually
regulate the activities and that
suggestions are always welcome.

Birth Control Methods
Class Offered by ExC
A Birth Control Counseling
class which planners hope will
evolve into a Planned Parenthood
Clinic is now offered by the Experimental College.
The class meets Thursday at
7 p.m. in H-209.
If the group is able to achieve
Planned Parenthood status by
March 19, it will he able to give
out birth control information and
counseling.
SJS will only provide the building in which the group will meet
Not necessarily involved with
only the pill as a method of contraception, everyone in the class
will be required to attend a meeting in which nine methods of
birth control will be discussed.
Women interested in counseling
will he able to arrange to see a
physician. Fees will be determined on the basis of ability to
pay. Women who opt for the pill
are required to have a yearly
physical examination.
Thursday’s meeting will deal
with the purpose, goals and effectiveness of Planned Parenthood. Abortion and the types and
effectiveness of many birth control methods will be covered at
the following meetings,
OnThursday. March 12 a panel
consisting of a Catholic priest.
the director of Planned Parenthood, is physician and a psyvhiatrist will discuss birth control.
The following week, organizers
hope the Planned Parenthood

clinic will open. At this time
there will he demonstrations and
discussions of birth control methods, interviews, examinations and
prescriptions.
Volunteers are needed to take
of pointments. help with methods,
lectures, interviews and assist
doctors.
Further information can be
supplied by John Lox, 292-4059.

The SAO recognizes all honor,
service, special interest, professional, departmental, religious,
living-group, and special organizations that are chartered on the
SJS campus.
In addition to providing advice
to student organizations, the SAO
has printed a handbook of information designed to enhance
organizations’ programs and established curricula.
SOCIAL OUTCAST
If you desire information about
forming a new campus organizelion, the SAO should be your
initial stop. According to Miss
Ellis, "a prospective ASB recognized group or organization must
have at least 15 members, and
have the approval of the Associated Student Council and the
Dean of Students." Detailed information may be attained from
the Activities Office.
If you sometimes feel as
though you are a social outcast.,
try Adm. room 242 and see what
organization would be right for
you. If one of the 180 organizations does not satisfy your social
or scholastic whims, then you
won’t have to feel that you’re an
outcast, you’ll know you’re one!

STUDENTS
OVERSEAS LEARNING
FUN AND ADVENTURE
Learn through experience with the oldest and
la r gest international
school system. For complete program catalog
call: Joyce Rawers at
368-6245 or write:
FOREIGN STUDY LEAGUE
UNIVERSITY
3713 BRANDY ROCK WAY
REDWOOD CITY, CA. 94061

LATE FOR CLASS?
WELL PARK IT FOR YOU

LOW RATES

COMPLETE MOTOR SERVICE
BRAKE

TUNE-UP

LUBE

SERVICE SMOG DEVICES

EMT=
Wig=

Cat

SILVA TEXACO
78 SO

Complied
from
Associated Presa
Attorney William Kunstler was
sentenced Sunday to more than
four years in prison by Federal
Judge Julius Hoffman on 24 different counts of contempt during
the Chicago conspiracy trial
Hoffman also sentenced Leonard Weinglass to more than 20
months for contempt. Both attorneys’ sentences were stayed
until May so they could continue
their defense of the "Chicago
Seven."
Hoffman told Kunstler following the reading of the charges,
"I have never heard a lawyer say
to a judge the things you have
said to me"
Contempt charges were also
levied against three of the defendants Sunday and all were
quickly taken to jail. The men
jailed were Jerry Rubin, for 25
months and 23 days: Lee Weiner.
for two months and 18 days; and
John Froines for five months and
45 days.
The jury of 10 women and 2
men continued to meet behind
the courtroom trying to reach a
verdict in the conspiracy case.

ganizations?

3:30 p.m. Panel: "Conservation of Natural Resources
Led by Dr. Thomas Harvey, biological sciences, SJS.
Panelists: Dr. Richard Hartesveldt, biological sciences,
SJS: Dr. James Heath, zoology, SJS; Dr. Gordon Parks,
earth sciences, Stanford University.

4th, SAN JOSE
296-8968

(NEXT TO CLOSED SHELL)

Serving State Students fir 35 yrs.

R P

News Review

Chicago Attorneys Sentenced

ordinating the activities of more
than 180 campus groups and or-

p.m. East Bay Sharks present a "paper movie" called:
"A Man Named Noah."

By RENEE BAYER
Daily Staff Writer
Music, fellowship, religion and
dialogue are just a few of the
specialties offered at Jonah’s
Wail.
Located in the basement of the
campus Christian Center at 10th
and San Carlos sts., the coffee
house caters to the needs and
desires of members of the college
community. According to the Rev.
Roy Hoch. Lutheran campus minister, the facilities of the Wail
are available to all groups.
The Wail is officially open as
a coffee house on Friday and Saturday nights, but students are
welcome to study or listen to
music during the week, stated
the Rev. Hoch.
Bands and folk singers from the
college community provide entertainment on the weekends and
speakers often lecture during the
week. John Karpel, manager of
the Wail, said the talks may
range from Christ to revolution.
Seminars on non-violent strategy are held Mondays at 7 pm.
One of the main objectives of the

iiiiiiitituiii

By GEOFFREY EASTMAN
Daily Staff Writer
Could you ever imagine co-

Noon: Hunger Diet in Hunger Rooms.

XPAItTYC

Ttwaday. February 17. 1117111

by Laotian Government forces in
an important victory over the
rornmunist-ied rebels

Carswell Approved
The nomination of Judge G.
Harold Carswell to the Supreme
Court won approval of the Senate
Judiciary Committee by a 13-4
vote yesterday.
The four votes against Carswell, who is opposed by civil
rights groups, were cast by
Democrats.

Acting Draffor
A longtime aide to draft director Lewis IL Hershey’ was named
acting director yesterday until a
permanent replacement is found.
Colonel Dee Ingold said he will
attempt no policy changes during
what he expects will be a brief
term of office.
Ingolci has been Hershey" a assistant specializing in the management of the 18,864 local draft
boards throughout the country.

I

Manson Refused
Superior Court Judge NIalcolo
M. Lucas yesterday dent-. t
Charles Manson’s request for de-missal of murder charges and
a change of venue.
The judge ruled that the ma
sive publicity which followed tile
Sharon Tate murders and subsequent arrest of Manson has no’
made it impossible for the itemised to get a fair trial.
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ONE WAY
LEAVE MARCH 22
OAKLAND TO LONDON

$249

LEAVE MARCH 21
RETURN APRIL 5
For Reservaition em Information
phone

(415) 392-8513
OR WRITE
lit WITH FLIGHTS
’Pi. M NitKFT ST.
N’N I- It aNLISCO, CA. 84113
Mailrn flight information
NAME
STREET
0,
;’, CITY & ZIP
’,20,0TIP720).
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Ten Alameda Count 3 sheriff’s
deputies and two former deputies
lth Annual

EUROPE
CHARTERS
Summar Fall
Spring
Departing from San Francisco
Roundfrips to London Only 5215
One Way to London Only $99

UCNA CHARTERS
2119 Addison St. 4, Berkeley
(415) 845-7500
All money is hld in
a bank trust fund

Ze6410,,,,VW":"."WeloWeArloW1:41,WA0546",40:0940604:.
st

$145

Sheriffs Arraigned

Bombers in Laos
More than 400 American fighter-bombers attacked North Vietnamese and Pathet Lao forces in
eastern Laos Sunday in support
of Laotian Government troops
defending the Plain of Jars airfield and the town of Xieng
Khuang, Laos.
The Pathet Lao forces are
mounting a vigorous campaign to
regain the plain won last summer

were arraigned in I’S.
Coma Monday on indictment charging civil rights violations a
putting down the "Peoples Park
1:,-1 NI is
riots in Bi-

JET CHARTER FLIGHTS
OAKLAND TO LONDON

.11 NE GRAM ATE
ESS AND ACCOUNTING MAJORS

rauts jeweler,:i

Bay area county has openings for Ace tttttt tant-Audilor’s
15693-8411. Positions offer opportunity to gain experience in Auditing, General or Departmental Accounting.
Requires: Degree in Business Administration or accounting. Apply hy Febniary 27, 1970. For an application and
further information contact: William Ray, coNTRA
COSTA COUNTY, Civil Service Department, P.O. Box
710. Martinez, California 94553, Phone 415-228-3000. Ext.
2013.

"MUSIC FROM BIS PINK,"
Is 4 lagand .11 Is
own tin’s.

CFR., so, ar
lisa sot." album
"TDB BAND" (sir.
"ALOUD OF MB YEAR."

$ 95 AND U
Catch a sparkle
from the morning sun.
Hold the magic
of a sudden breeze.
Keep those moments alive.
They’re yours
for a lifetime
with a diamond
engagement ring from
Or :mge Blossom.

"RAC MA t
stir. no* 401111.
by popular almond

72 So. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

Almadn Fashion Plaza
:7 14 on the Mall
Phone 266-8466

Westgate
Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

710 Del Monte Center
Carmel Hill, Monterey
Phone 375-6577

0

Cepticl

THEFAND playing THE MUSIC.

4SPARTAN

Cagers Try
Fresno State
Once Again

Tuesday. February 1- 1571

D

Spikers Set for Intra-Squad Meet
behind Villanova and Kansas.
each with 54.
Pole vaulter Sam Caruthers increased his best mark to 17-1,
taking first place and setting a
new Astrodome record. It was the
fourth time thi:. year he has
,leared 17-0.
Another sparkiing performance
turned in by Neville Myton,
who clucked 1:49.8 in the 880,
also good for first. Other top
included George Carty.
p1:1(1.1’S
I20 high hurdles for
1-1 o

on an impressive performance in
Houston it the Astrodome Federation International I is it o 0 r
Champlon.ships last weekend as
they finished third in the university clivisiiin With only six
ii 49 points.
entries, &IS’ I.

An indication of SJS’ 1970
track strength was revealed last
weekend and should become even
more evident Wednesday when
the Spartans hold their annual
Ultra -squad meet.
Coach Bud Winter’s !pikers put

NotaikaaneallallaillailaikaaeasanaseaftneanollallaihmeallaIameaeser

For The Unique in Boutique ...
CUSTOM ANTIQUE JEWELRY

Let Isabella Make It For You

EUROPE

Also Smart Gifts

239 So.

Mon. -Sat.

1st St.

1030 A.M.-5:30 P.M.

San Jose

school national record holder in
100 at 9.3 who has a best of
a 2, and Sam Davis, a 9.3 100
man and lead man on San Jose’s
Ito relay team 1w:I year.

Our average graduate
Match your
reads 1500 words
per minute...
against
reading speed
OurGraduates"!
MIIIM

pli111

MAIL TODAY TO:
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute
2118 Milvio Street, Berkeley, Calif. 94704
Dept. SJS-217
LIPlease send descriptive folder.
nPlease send registration form
and schedules.
I understand I am under no obligation.

NAME

STREET

STATE

CITY

PHONE

ZIP

CLASSES NOW FORMING
FOR FEBRUARY

!. ranges between 150 to
Your average spea.i
’re Grath/ales" read at a
..
300 woicts per
...at -from 1500 to 3000
speed at leas! .
words per rninure re, ririv acqueed this ability to
read amazingly last wan total comprehension -and
so can you,
Reading Dinamics Institute is the place that
makes it happen Arid you don’t have to be a genius,
either - or even in the lop 10% or your class.
Just 8 weekly sessions mil train you to devour
paragraphs at a glance. Tent material they at an average clip at 50 to 75 pages per hour And, because
yaiaIi finsn a novel in two hours, you’ll have time to
h,n3,,,,,- read,
-BUT WILL IT WORK FOR ME?" We guarantee
bag speed -or we’ll
,
.
people are now
,re graduates. This is the
t received national recog...inn F Kennedy invited Evelyn
ase to teach her system to the
’
A ..;,..11.enge to learn more because you read
PEALLY COMPREHEND what you read,
pportunity to mold your career as you
,a be master of your workload, a rarity
r,r
JOIN THE GRADUATES" FOR THE CHALLENGE
AND THE OPPORTUNITY OF YOUR ENTIRE CAREER
HOW YOU READ TODAY in a word. siowly. And
there is one primary reason- the tact that you enunciate each word to yourself When you were learning
to read in class., you had to read aloud, so that your
teacher would know wh,..ther nor not your were underthis, you developed
rrnding the lessor. r r’,ourself -even when
habit of saying ear. r
’
silently.
.uty-equentry heEei
HOW YOU’LL READ IN 8 WEEKS -AS A READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE GRADUATE When you
be able to read as fast
a possible? By learning to
r
you ca
ear h word in your mind.
.
reading speed ap-your concentra.
entration, comes
This same
r

FREE INTRODUCTORY
FOR FURTHER

SPEED READING LESSON

INFORMATION

ACHIEVEMENT WARRANTY:
%% guar.’. to refund the anlore tulbon oil,, graduate. Oho.

CALL

Aar corm/Wang mum., elm and study repultementt.
does not at Wet trole tut 1e05n5 ettictente

NEW LOCATION CLOSE TO
CAMPUS ACADEMY
OF BUSINESS

293-7406
COLLECT OR DIRECT

330

Evelyn Wood

S. 2nd Street
Son Jose

Reading Dynamics

Institute

TUESDAY THRU FRIDAY
AT 8:LO P.M.
SATURDAY AT 10:00 A.M.
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Privi-

they go.
Card

get

carriers

coupons

food

free

good

chis restaurants! Discounts

domestic!

counts

at

plays, films

dis-

sports events,
and museums!

Tremendous

savings

MARVEL GALAXY
40

E. San Fernando
293-3711

1433 Branham Lane

foreign
Huge

Thousands upon thousands
of items available.

5419 Camden Ave.

of America’s largest hotel
and motel chains! Big savand

MOVIE
POSTERS
COMICS

CARRIAGE CLEANERS

40% at some

ings on new cars

SJS’ wrestling team travels to
Stanford tonight in an effort to
avenge an earlier home loss to
the Indians, 22-16, last Wednesday. The mateh gets underway at
7:30 p.m.
Coach Bill Smith is confident
of defeating Stanford after a fine
showing by the Spartans in the
second half of a double dual meet
at UC Davis Saturday. After falling to a tough Humboldt State
squad, 27-13, the Spartans led
by Paul Hatling, whipped Davis,
31-11.
Clair Jennett’s gymnastic team
also split a pair of decisions by

ELECTRIC
438 S. Bascom
THE BEAUTE SUITE

at

thousands of national franof from I 0 to

Wrestlers, Gymnasts
Register Dual Splits

Local Merchants Now
Honoring Student
Privilege Cards:
BASCoM AUTOMOTIVE

everywhere

Cards

on to lose their eighth consecutive game, 98-81. SJS’ victory
hunt continues tonight in Spartan Gym against Fresno State.

If you hurry, you can even
save on the card! You’ll get
your laminated Privilege
Card and all the great
benefits that go with it
for
$3.00
instead of the usual 4.00!

the

They’re

all

READY, SET, LOSECenter Coby Dietrick and Long Beach
State pivofman George Trapp fight for opening tipoff
in Friday’s Pacific Coast Athletic Association game in Spartan
Gym. This was the beginning of the end as the Spartans went

DO IT NOW!

YOU’LL WANT TO
JOIN THEM

on

and books!
Discounts from local merchants on clothes, gas,
shoe repairs, flowers, caneverydy practically
thing! They get lots of free
samples, too!
Being a card carrier is
almost as good as being
independently wealthy
records, tapes

and now you can be e card

-

NOW AVAILABLE AT SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

FRESHMAN
Plenty of scoring is predicted
tonight when the SJS freshman
basketball team meets the Fresno
State frosh at 6 p.m. in Spartan
Gym.
Spartan coach Stan Morrison
noted that the Bulldogs are a
"high scoring team," with size
and quickness. Fresno has three
starters over 6-6.
SJS will give away some height
in the front line in starting forward Dave Gainza (6-31. Leon
Beauchman (6-81, who starred in
weekend wins over Cal Davis
JV and fetish teams, will be at
center, and 6-7 Jan Adamson at
forward. Adamson is the leading rebounder for the Spartans,
who have 13-3 record.
Johnnie Skinner and Gary Ghidinelli will start at guard. Skinner is the team’s leading scorer
with a 21.1 average and Ghidlnelli made some fine passes and outside shots in the weeknd wins.

Vibe
Dell, phyla by Bruce Rerenh,.

carrier, too! It’s easy!

MEET THE
CARD CARRIERS!

card

SJS’ varsity basketballers wi
attempt to duplicate the positive
and eliminate the negative tonight in Spartan Gym when the
Pacify.: Coast Athletic Association
winless cagers face conference foe
Fresno State beginning at 8 p.m.
SJS, though losing two more
games last weekend to run its
loss skein
to nine straight,
showed improved rebounding and
shooting in Friday’s 97-81 loss to
league-leader Long Beach State.
Coby Dietrick’s school -breaking
36 point performance Saturday,
however, was one of a few bright
spots in Saturday’s turnover to
San Diego State,
The Spartans looked like winners after coming from 10 points
down to take a brief lead, but
faltered in the last four minutes
when outscored 14-4.

sprint sensation, and Ronnie Ray
Smith, co-world record holder at
100 meters. Billy Gaines, high

5230-5295 re. front West Coast
Avilable flights from N.Y. Flights
w.1h.n Europe. Israel, & the 0..ient
ni contact: Thr:.
did.,Rea,
’
ESE P SJSC
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Boutique

third and 7.1 in the 70 HH, again
tor
third,
Marion Anderson,
fourth in the long jump with a
24-1 and Richard Marks. fifth in
he shut put at 58-10’2, although
he took only one put before injuring his hand.
The feature race should be the
75 yard dash, where some of the
top sprinters in the world will be
competing. Tentatively included
in the lineup are John Carlos, the
star of the indoor season and
NCAA champion in the 100 and
220 for SJS last year, Spartans
Kirk Clayton, Winter’s newest

DEPENDABLE
TRANSMISSION SPECIALISTS
452 W. San Carlos
LICURSI’S BARBER
& STYLING SHOP
421 E. Santa Clara
LO MONACO’S JEWELERS
2904 Alum Rock Ave.
REAGAN STATIONERY
& PRINTING CO.
3739 Madeline Dr.
S&S MART ANNEX
2713 Union Ave.
BILL DEAN GOODYEAR
San Carlos & Third Street
SPARTAN HOUSE
San Carlos & Fourth Street
FOREIGN AUTO PARTS
1695 W. San Carlos
SHAKEY’S PIZZA PARLOR
580 Meridian

St.

outpointing Stanford, but falling
to powerful University of Washington, 151-138-131, at Stanford
on Saturday evening.
Washington’s Yoshi Hayasaki
proved too much for the Spartans
to handle by picking up five firsts
to lead the way and finish with
an all-around score of 53.15.
Jennett’s squad, now 3-5 on the
year, was again led by Joe Sweeney who placed third in the high
bar, and fifth in the parallel bars
and vaulting events to finish with
an all-around total of 45.
The Spartans scored well in
free exercise, the only event
Hayasaki didn’t win, as Doug
Hills finished first. Mike Cooper
second and Jim Turpin fifth.
Turpin also picked up a pair
of seconds behind Hayasaki in
the rings and vaulting events.
Other point getters for the
Spartans were Eric Havstad’s
third in the side horse, Cooper’s
fourth place finish in the vaulting and Ed Sparacing’s fifth in
the rings.
Halting (177) scored pins over
Bob Price of Humboldt and Jim
Brunkau of Davis in helping push
the grapplers’ seasonal mark to
an even 4-4.
Davis took an early 8-5 lead
against San Jose, but a pin by
Terry Kerr (1421, a decision by
John Jacabo (1501, pin by Tim
Kerr 11581, and a decision for
Walt Thatcher 11671 put the
match well out of Davis’ reach.

Judo Squad
Faces Tribe
SJS’ powerful judo team resumes dual meet activity tonight
when Yosh Uchida’s squad faces
Stanford’s Indians beginning at
7 p.m. in the SJS wrestling room.
The Spartans, 1-0 to date, were
given the worst scare by the Injun contingent last season.
SJS, with three firsts, easily
won last weekend’s Collegiate
Novice and Brown Belt Tourney.
University of California placed
second.
Spartan winners included Mike
Thibodaeu (139), John Yonemura
(154) and John Hampton (176).
Four SJS judokas took seconds:
Benny Paulino (139), Jim Ewald
(176), Randy Nishikawa (205),
and Paul Wolf (hv-y).

IIntramurals
The Fraternity League gets into action on Tuesday with Theta
Chi the heavy favorite to capture
the title.
All interested students are reminded that entries for the table
tennis tournament, which begins
a week from today, are due on
Wednesday,

CAREERS FOR
COLLEGE GRADUATES
in
Auditing
Bank Examining
Correctional and Vocational
Rehabilitation
Economic and Social
Research
Food and Drug
Regulation

General and Narcotic
Investigation
Insurance
Properly Acquisition and
Management
Scientific Programming
Social Work
Transportation
Regulation

The State of California has an

ANNOUNCEMENT
for you at your placement office.
ASK FOR YOUR COPY OF THE
SSEE BROCHURE TODAY.
FILE APPLICATION BEFORE
FEBRUARY 20, 1970.

Many Shows Succumb

TV Raters’ ’Active Ax’ at Work in ’60s
By CRAW MacDONALD
new home on The Doris Day
Love on a Rooftop to become one
special to the Daily
of television’s most popular stars Show. Raymond Burr made the
On Feb. 7 the glittering doors on Laugh -In. Sandy Baron be- transition from a "stand-up barof the Hollywood Palace closed came the successful sidekick of tering lawyer" in Perry Mason to
for the last time.
Della Reese after serving time in a -sit-down invalid police ofThe Palace, a six year veteran Hey Landlord. Ronnie Schell ficer" in Ironsides.
of the tube, was the first show slipped out of the -bomb" Good
CBS has hit the goldmine by
to be axed in the ’70s.
Morning, World to enlist in Gom- capitalizing on the urban smog
The decision to drop the Palace er Pyle and then The Jim Nabors dwellers’ dreams of moving out
came near the end of the ’60s
Hour. Leonard Nimoy came to to the unpolluted country.
a decade which suffered more earth from Star Trek to show his
Mayberry RFD, The Beverly
television deaths than any Pre- versatility in Mission: Impossible. Hillbillies. Petticoat Junction and
vious decade.
I Spy star Bill Cosby now has Green Acres all showed, in the
The "active ax" of the raters
his own show which is oddly words of TV Guide, that "You
made no discrimination among enough called The Bill Cosby can take the population out of
its victims.
Show. The Dick Van Dyke Show’s the country, but you can’t take
Other traditional shows folded
Rose Marie has recently found a the country out of population."
too. The original "What’s My
Line" succumbed after 17 years
on the air. To Tell the Truth
and I’ve Got a Secret left the
box.
STAR POWER?
Individual stars sucn as Jerry
Lewis, Don RiCKICS, Milton Berle,
Ozzie and Hornet Nelson, and
Phyllis Diller were unable to
achieve high enough television
ratings to save their shows in
the ’60s.
Many westerns became obsolete in the ’60s. The Rounders,
The Wild Wild West, The Legend
of Jesse James, The Guns of Will
Sonnett, Dundee and The Culhane, and Wagon Train are just
a few outdrawn by the ratings.
Spy-adventure series such as Tuesday, February 17, 1970
SPARTAN DAILY -5
Honey West, THE Cat, I Spy,
Burke’s Law, 77 Sunset Strip,
Ba!man, The Untouchables, and
The
an from UNCLE fizzled
from the tube,
Surgeons Ben Casey and Dr.
Kildare were unable to "cut out
the cancer" in their ratings to
save their doctor shows.
Ghoulish shows like The MunThe plays that are put on by ard Allen, who could orchestrate
sters and The Adams Family the SJS Drama Department music.
must have gone without remorse
And orchestrate he did as Allen
throughout the year are born and
to their graves.
arranged 325 pages of music for
of
ways.
variety
produced
in
a
Many military shows became
a 17-piece orchestra. However,
Contrary to popular opinion, a the next difficulty was encountcasualties in the competitive war
potential producer does not pull ered when an orchestra was
called the ratings.
out a handy play book, close her needed to play the music.
VIOLENT DEATH
The students of the SJS Music
McHale’s Navy, The Wackiest eyes, point to one, and decide
Department came through to
Ship in the Army, F Troop, Rat to produce it.
The children’s play, "Robin solve the problem. A basoon here,
Patrol, Garrison’s Guerrillas, Jericho, Custer, The Lieutenant, Hood," was not only not picked a tuba there, a french horn, clariCombat, and 12 O’Clock High that way, but in a true sense nets and pretty soon a 17-piece
the play was created.
orchestra had been formed.
died a violent death.
The script wasn’t ready-made
The stars of many of these
Last June, Dr. Courtaney P.
"dead shows" often disappeared Brooks, professor of drama, was either. Dr. Brooks said that the
the
made
into oblivion but some
sitting in her office when a coed original play was a love story
transition to successful shows mentioned an 1890 opera, "Robin that wouldn’t appeal to children.
which at present are surviving in Hood." by Reginald DeKoven, Dr. So the script was rewritten and
the ratings.
Brooks found out that it was one touched tip with a child audience
Judy Carrie left the deceased of the most popular operas of in mind.
These are just some of the
the time. However, she could find
things that go into the making of
no music for it.
After searching, Dr. Brooks a play. The final production of
"Robin Hood" will be seen on
found a vocal score at Stanford
University. Among the songs was Feb. 20, 21, and 26 through 28.
"Oh Promise Me," which is still Performance times will be Feb.
20, 26 and 27 at 4 p.m. and Feb.
played at many weddings,
But the problem still remained 21 and 28 at 10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m.
A trio of faculty members from
Admission wil he $1 for adults
the Music Department will pre- that Dr. Brooks needed orchestra
sent featured works by Beetho- music for a children’s opera. and 75 cents for children. Tickets
Theatre
ven, Copland, and Shostakovitch. Luckily, Dr. Brooks found a are available at the SJS
to 5 daily.
The featured program is sched- sopohomore drama major, Rich- Box Office from 1
uled for March 10 at 8:15 p.m. in
the Concert Hall. The event is
Don’t Leave San Jose Before You Talk To
free to the public.
VW
Use Croll
Lauren Jockey, violin: Donald
BOB HIMSL
Homuth, cello, and John DelevorWrite or Coll
Volkswagen
yas, piano, comprise the trio of
Use Croll
Ammonium
1560 N. First
performing artists.
FAIJA
Monoger
286-8800
"Trio," Op. 67, by ShostakoTourist Delivery 1I
vitch, will open the program,
Plum send me information on the following models.
followed by "Vitebsk Trio," a
_
2.
1.
study on a Jewish theme by CopPhont
Nome
land.
Following a brief intermission
Address
will be Beethoven’s "Trio No. 7
State ,
Zoom
City
in 11-flat minor," Op. 97, pre.1
sented in four movement.

Dr. Brooks and Students
Create ’Robin Hood’ Play

SJS Trio Holds
Faculty Concert

For scene as yet unexplained
reason, widow shows have proven
popular in the late ’60s, and
should continue their popularity
in the ’70s.
The Ghost and Mrs. Muir,
Julia, and The Doris Day Show
attest to this fact.
Also making the right diagnosis
for success is Marcus Welby,
M.D.. and Medical Center, although their popularity might decline rapidly ala Dr. Kildare.
Law and Order adventures like
Dragnet 1970, Adam 12, Ironsides, The FBI, Hawaii Five 0
and The Mod Squad remain popular at the turn of the decade.
Singers Andy Williams, Johnny
Cash, Della Reese, Glen Campbell and Dean Martin should continue their successful ratings in
1970,

Casts Announced
For Productions
By Drama Dept.
The casts for two of the semester’s three drama productions
has just been announced by the
Drama Department.
"The Rose Tatoo," a drama by
Tennessee Williams, will star
Christine Carter as Rosa and
Carol Zafren as Serafina. Also in
the production are Craig Harbidge as Jack Hunter and Gary
Lundblad as Alvaro. Dr. Hall J.
Todd, drama department chairman, will direct.
’The Rose Tattoo" will run
Mar. 6 and 7, and 11-14. Ticket
sales and prices will be announced in the Daily shortly before opening night.
"That woman from Maxim’s,"
a French farce by Georges Feydou," will star John Allen as
Petypon, Cecil Pendleton as
Mongicourt, Joseph Hanreddy as
the General and Douglas Morrison as the Duke. Also starring
are Christine Cheney, Eileen
Toole and Richard Allen.
"That Woman from Maxim’s"
will play April 10, 11 and 15-18.
It is being directed by Dr. Harold
C. Crain, professor of drama.

’Midnight Cowboy’ Up for Three Oscars;
Academy Awards To Be Presented April 7
Compiled from Associated Press
"Midnight Cowboy" and its two
stars, Dustin Hoffman and Jon
Voight, were among nominees
announced yesterday for Academy Awards Nominated with
"Midnight Cowls" for best pie- ,
ture were "Anne of the Thousand
Days," "Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid," "Hello Dulls.’
and "Z."
Three other actors beside Dustin Huffman and Jon Voight or
nominated for best actor.
were Richard Burton in ’Atinc
of the Thousand Days," Peter
O’Toole in "Goodbye Mr. Chips"
and John Wayne in "True Grit."
Nominees for best supporting
actor are Rupert Crosse, "The
Reivers." Elliott Gould in "Bob
& Carol & Ted & Alice," Jack
Nicholson in "Easy Rider," Anthony Quayle in "Anne of the
Thousand Days" and Gig Young
for his part in "They Shoot
Horses, Don’t They?"
Nominated for best performance by a starring actress have
been Genevieve Btijold in "Annei
of the Thousand Days." Jane
Fonda in "They Shoot Horses,
Don’t They?," Lisa Minelli in
"The Sterile Cuckoo," Jean Simmons in "The Happy Ending" and

Maggie Smith for "The Prime of
Jean Brodie."
Supporting actress nominees
are Catherine Burns in "Last
Summer." Dyan Cannon in "Bob
Goldie
& Carol & Ted &

Hawn in "Cactus Flower." Sylvia
Miles in -Midnight Cowboy" and
York in ’They Shoot
SUS:Inn:I
lha-ses. Don’t They 7"
The 42nd ammal presentations
of the Oscar will be on April 7.

JUDY COLLINS
IN HER FIRST
SAN JOSE APPEARANCE

SATURDAY
FEB. 21 8 p.m.
SAN JOSE
CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Tickets 53.5054.50-55.50

SAN JOSE

BOX OFFICE
912 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLI1C4 ilext to Fox Theatre)
246 1160

Open Mu, Urn Fri. 1010 511, Sat IS 1. 300

Drive-in and Dining Room Service
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Tired of being alone eery night? Disguested with the -sameness of your life?
Put some spices in your lift- and whatever
else you mig,10 find at ’rico*, Enchilada &
Titict
Coke

Phone Orders 297-8421

4th and St. James

some people make
things happen!

some people watch
things happen.

CHEESEBURGER, FRIES AND
SMALL DRINK (Coke, Orange, or Root Beer)

some people have
no idea what
happened.
what kind of person are you?
WITH THIS AD

GET A

FREE LID

RED BARN
Sixth and Santa Clara

WITH EVERY COKE
Limit one ad per person
at one time.
OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 18, 1970

your federal government is where
it’s HAPPENING -NOW

GIA"I’llE FACTS: COVI \GI Ol U C
FL.NNING \’\l) PI,At1;111%
(1.; \ Mit
\
011 Campus
Federal Recruiters From
San Jose State Ciillege
March 9-13, 1970
YOUR FEDERAL GOVERNMENT/AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Treariay rebesmiss 17 1970

8-SPARTAN DAILY

I At- Spartaguide
TODAY
United Black Students’ Association (UBSA). 4 to 6 p.m., JC
141. Educational films.
French ChM, 1-73n to 6 p.m.,
Ed. 229 Steeling and Movie "Vacation in France"
Anierierus Marketing AMOCiaRua
(AMA 1, 7 p.m.. Faculty
orientation
Spring
Cafeteria.
meeting.
Sid Club. Student Affairs Business Office in the C.C. Sign-up
and payment of Washington’s
Birthday ski trip to North Shure
Tahoe. $21 to members and 631
to non-members. Deadline Wednesday.

Pi Omega PI, 6 p.m., Dr. Block
hue’ home. Education majors ant
minors welcome to attend spa
ghetti dinner. Contact Barbara
Brown at 379-6128 for reservation and information. Dr. Beckett
wit speak on Masters’ contract.
Sierra Club. 7 p.m., DH 505.
All students welcome.
TAU Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., Dr.
Debey’s office. upstairs of 414
S. Ninth St.
THURSDAY
Shona Mu Tau, 1:30 p.m., S
210. Introductory meeting to all
interested in medical technoloo
and microbiology.

Japanese and American Students Organization (JASO), 5
Circle K. 12:30 p.m., Cafeteria
p.m.. Ed. 240. Japan Night to be
A. Men’s international service ordiscussed,
ganization welcomes new memHawaiian Club, 7 p.m., Ed 239.
bers.
Spring elections to be held.
Blank studies Dept.. 1:30 to 4
U.C. Davis Law School.
Financial Management AmadeRepresentative to recruit minorii km, 7:30 p.m., Zorba’s Reetaur- ’
ty students.
ant, 1350 S. Bascom Ave. StockPhrateres International. 3:30
broker Rich Love to speak on
p.m., CH 308. All interested coeds
"Trends in Investing."
welcome to attend.
Institute of Electrical and
- I
Eieetronies Engineers, Inc. (IEEE). 8 p.m., CH 356. Engineer
William Sehaumberg to speak on
application of transducers for
commercial and space communication.

Ski Club’s kunf
Three Day Event
The SJS Ski Club will depart
Friday on its second ski trip of
the season. The skiers wil stay
in Tahoe City for the three day
event, skiing at Squaw Valley and
Alpine Meadows.
Free ski lessons And a discount
on lift tickets are offered to ski
club members as well as nonmembers.
Cost for ski club members is
$21. Non-member price is $31.
Tickets may be purchased at the
Student Affairs Business Office.
The deadline for sign-up is
Wednesday.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

No feminine spray
can stop it.
The "other" odor. It starts in
the vaginal tract where no spray
can work. You can’t spray it
away. And it’s more offensive
than external odor caused by
perspiration.
That’s the reason you need
Norforme... the second deodorant.’ These tiny suppositories
kill germs -stop odor in the vaginal tract for hours. Something
no spray can do. And doctortested Norforms can be used as
often as necessary. They insert
easily, quickly.
Get Norforms’ protection for
the "other" odor no spray can
stop.
The second deodorant.

104

The Old ’Man Thompson hand
will perform at Co-Rec in the
Women’s Gym, Wednesday night,
from 7:30 to 9:30.
Highlighting the usual activities of volleyball, ping-pang and
badminton, will be a light show
featuring Hawaiian dancers. CoRec is open to faculty and their
families, students and guests.

FREE NoarOgieS stiNiPACK
plus informative booklet! Write:
Norwich Pharmacat Co., Dept.
CSI, Norwich, N.Y. 13815 (Enclose
25c tor mailing, handling.
Name
Street
City
Zip
State___ _
Don t forget your zip carte
I 8-02A

THE STUDENT COMMUNITY"
STUDENT SERVICES WEST.

INC.

Aveileble, to California State College students,
faculty. staff and their immediate families

JET CHARTERS
Hirht

#533 Oakland to Amsterdam
Amsterdam to Oakland

Leave June 14
Return Sept. 6

TIA - DCR.
$289.00 TIA

#535 Oakland to Amsterdam
Arnsteriarn to 0,Lil,d

Leave June 17
Return Sept. 19

$289.00 TIA

Amy," -ism

Leave June 24
Return Aug. 24

$299.00 T I A

Leave July 4
Return Aug. 15

$299.00 TIA

Leave Aug. I
Return Sept. 3

$299.00 TIA

Leave June 13
Return Aug. 29

$299.00 TIA

. s to London
#534 Lon
Londu _, Los Angeles

Leave June 15
Return Sept. 7

$289.00 TIA

#537 Los Angeles to Amsterdam
Amsterdam to Los Angeles

Leave June 20
Return Sept. 2

4299.00 TIA

it S42 Los Angeles to Amsterdam
Amsterdam to Los Angeles

Leave Aug. 1
Return Sept. 3

#610 San Francisco/LA to Frankfurt
Frankfurt to SFO,’LA

Leave June 18
Return July 24

#709 SFO/LA to London
London to SFO/LA

Leave July 9
Return Aug. 7

#810 SFO/LA to London
London to SFO/LA

Leave Aug. 10
Return Sept. 10

Pan Am 747
$37040
Pan Am 747
$330.00

#536 New York to London
London to New York

Leave June 111
Return Sept. 6

8199.00 TIA

#519 New York to Amsterdam
Amsterdam to New York

Leave June 25
Return Aug. 14

# 70 Oakland to Tokyo
Tokyo to Oakland

Leave June 26
Return Aug. 7

#532 t
A r.

,’

to

to Amsterdam
Los Angeles

CHARTER FLIGHTS, Oakland to Lc’,
20 re.,,rns A.
don $288 leave,
Mar. 21.28 52I0
20 Flight to
dnd usuc
..des flight lot
s FliqM tc AcapulL, Mar. IA
26.Apr. 4. Price £225
.n.o includes flight tare
S l.
Coniuct Gar/
if’
YOGA & MEDiTA1 ION.-Tues. & Thurs.
r
,ne Way, S.J.
eve. 7:311-"
an

INVASION

$299.00 TIA
Pan Am 747
$385.00

$199.00 TIA
Pen Am 707
$350.00

For complete travel information. ID crds, tours,
ril passes, travel insurnce. etc., contact:
LOIS DICKENSON, Campus Representative
Bldg. BB
315 So. Ninth Street
Sponsored by Associated Students of SJS through
STUDENT SERVICES WEST, INC.

3

HEATHERLEE Agencies now hiring part- e & temporary babysitters and house- LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO LIVE?
. era. 296-3533.
There is space in the college residence
Applications may be picked up in
VOLUNTEER HELP OF ALL KINDS is halls.
the Housing Office. 319 S. 5th St. #6.
needed in nearby Girl Scout Troops.
Call tins. Lee 248-7226 or 294.7650.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
PART TIME & TEMP. babysitters and house at $37.50 a month. 2 blocks from
our needed. Heatherlee Agen. school. 293-6527. Sue or Dixie.
iio3-3533.
MALE NEEDS APT. starting A.S.A.P.
PHOTO - if you can take pictures and Willing to share. Near campus, prefer
high part time pay, call Mn, Hoppe. own bedroom. See or Call Bob Kotch
680 S. 8th St.. #5 293-7337.
25,-2656.
DOMESTIC HELP WANTED - Coed FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED - 2
ne,cled to Sue in. board and room. bdr. 2 both. Heated pool. 555 So. 10th
ILIILther’s Helper, light housework. Curtiss #21. Call 287-7682.
W. Gilley. 265.0184 after 6 p.m. or
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
292 3141 Ext, 681 Weekdays,
2 bedroom apt, with three others across
INSIDE SALES good salary. Start today. from school. $52.50 mo. 297.7930.
22 hr, a week. Work until summer. Ap, . 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 210 S. 1st St. Rm, COZY HOUSE close to campus needs
one female roommate. Own room. 538
S. 8th St.. San Jose.
PROFESSOR’S WIFE needs mother’s
,ou^"oons. Light housework and 470 APARTMENT needs Female RoomCar necessary. References. mates Immediately. Phone 287-3606.

.
SS. Rag,
CHEV. 64
...Ong, Brakes. No,.
Trans. Pwr
Brakes. $62,0 941.1255 Eves.
- - ’68 MALIBU yellow/LIk. Int., Top. 327
trade
Auto. ’70 Tags, Warranty. $2250 or
for $ and older car. 797-7426 aft. 5.
STEP VAN, ’62 Intl. Pert. Mech. Cond.
Best Offer. 36 S. 5th St. 286-5806, 2485414. Leave Message, 6 p.m. is best,
’66 TOYOTA LAND CRUISER in top
mech. shape, low mi., new top, reblt
brakes.__$1050. Jeff 287-1435/3241996.
HOUSE TRAILER - 1935 Perfect Condi
tion, Sleeps Four. $650. Call 257.8028.
1953
DODGE CUSTOM CAMPER
ExInt. Cond. $800.00. Call 257.8028.
TRIUMPH ’68 250. 5000 miles. New
Paint. $500 or best offer. Call Dale.
29541(8.

SAVE THIS SCHEDULE

’A PROGRAM BY STUDENTS TO SERVE

it 538 Oak!,

.
PERSONNEL SPECIALIST A se.,
,ting
,
dated .
,tiens
Persckk...33 248th St.,
agers
. z.
Janus., ".

JOIN THE STUDENT

Co-Rec Features
Band and Dancers

college. Members of the Steering
Committee will act as group
leaders.
The c.mferenre will he enentri
Hobert
President
Acting
by
Burns speaking on the mission
and goals of SJS and why they
are being considered now.
Topics for discussion by the
groups during the three-day conference are the social responsibility of the college; the goals
of graduate and undergraduate
education; and the organization
of higher education.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to shwa
I bdrm, Apt. $60/mo. I biock ("c
campus. POOL. Call 739.6887.

HELP WAKED 14)

Communication - In - Residence
(CIRI, A Day in the Mountains.
$2a9. 1, .
& r
ART STUDENTS - EARN $$$. We need
,^ into. ca.,
For Information see booth on dig it and wa. (in.- to make Icons,
Seventh Street this week from at 292.3946 even, a.
-- ‘
293.2212 dor. week.
9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
WANTED TO BUY: L -.
293-3L-, PART TIME COUNTER GIRL needed
.
dent table for paper w
One Manager. Mon thru
DAILY
. to 3 p.m. Jim’s Broiler,
JOIN THE STUDENT INVASION OF
1
Orientation Tours of the Libr- HAWAI
Pd,
78
259.3114.
.
.
ary, 10:30 a.m., 1:30 and 2:30
SALES,
vIleoe students part or full
p.m. Library central, first floor.
q tax returns data. We
Forty-minute tours to orient new PRUDENCE AND THE PILL
’ ATT 739.7406.
and returning students. Ending 2L m
MODEL
- painting classes, tall,
Friday.
bones, size II or over,
AuTpseCsTitt tt4..

NOTTOPTIIIr

CLIP AND

particquite in a joint conference
at Asilomar this weekend.
At the annual conference, members of both groups will discuss
the mission and goals of SJS.
The participants have been organized into seven groups. Each
group is composed of two members of the Steering Committee
and six other members who represent the many facets of the

ANNOUNCEMENTS ttl

Intention to Pre-reg. Ed. 104A.
143A for fall 1970, 3:30 p.m. Ed.
YOU WANT TO BUILD a Ci.
100. All elementary education DO
v.sit Newman C.,majors must attend this meeting S. 5th St. Open DaIy 9 aito pm-reg, these courses.
11 p.m. Folk Mre.s: 4
SATURDAY

The Academic Council and the
Steeling Committee of the Mission and Goals Committee will

Want to borrow a tarantula?
How about a chinchilla? Rept
amphibians and small marnmd
as well as alrohol-preserved and
stuffed specimens are available
to students for class work and
demonstrations in the Science
Education Instructional Resources Facility, S-18, in the old
science building basement.
The storeroom, open Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m. to
4:45 p.m., also offers charts, diagrams and pictures that can be
checked out with A.S. card and
a good riason.

RENT A TV
Stereo or Tape Recorder

rAsche::$
251-2598

Spartan Daily Classifieds

TOMORROW

The
other
odor

Animals Available
For Scientific Use

Educators Will Consider
SJS’ Problems, Future

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to
share I bedroom apt. $65/mo. Call after
5 p.m. 287.8058.

PRUDENCE AND THE PILL Friday Feb.
20 Morris Da.ley 7:00 & 10:00 P.M. 50c

11111=131111.1

ONE BEDROOM Apt. For Rent. Fur.
nished $130. Close to Campus. Call
Lirda or Cathy. 2(7-4737.
-10 BDRM. ROOMING HOUSE - All
for $350 per mo. or part for $50 per
rm. All utilities paid. Available March
I. Call Buzz - 967-1603 or 734.2330
(Work).
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
2 bedroom 2 bath apartment. Statehouse #17. 286-2239.
PRUDENCE AND THE PILL Friday Feb.
20 Morris Della/ 7’00 & 10:00 P.M. 50c
FREE RN & BOARD ..
h’.1 as housekeepercompai :on ior hand, "or man.
Call Robert. 298.2308.
LGE STUDIO APT., Porn, $75/mo. Two
girls O.K. Util. Pd, 429 S. 13th, 2959691. Also studio in back $45/mo.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
7.A

10 SPEED MEN’S SCHWINN RACER
-.
TAPE DECK and
AM/FM radio $40.00 each. Cal Cy"
287-1381.
NORTHLAND SS 20 SKIS, used
195 cm. COMPLETELY REFINISI,.
bases, edges. tips. $35.00 with Sol
stepins $25.00 without. Call John B.,
4032 or stop at 578 So. Ilth,
G.E. PORTABLE Stereo Phonograph.
Good condition, One year old. Pad
$125 asking $60. Call 287.1381.
WANTED ACOUSTICAL GUITAR: Will
trade $210 Gerrard stereo (cc/Ply or
$300 Nikkores 35mm l/lA Call 2653710.

TRANSPORTATION 19
INTERESTED IN FLYING TO SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS during Semester Breall
Round Trip in Cessna 4-seater. $110.
CONTACT PATE 295.2013,
PRETTY YOUNG THING needs ride
daily from Palo Alto. Call Patrice 3255986.
RIDERS WANTED, MWF, 8:30 to 3:30 or
later from Livermore to San Jose, Call
443-4827.

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

\VIA\

MON.-WED.-FRI.
9:30-3:30
TUES.-THURS.
9:30-4:00

ROOMMATES WANTED-to share large
3 Bedroom House with 4 others. Studio
Spac_s_Available. $50/mo. 292-5212.
ANYBODY NEEDED to share 1 bedroom
barely furnished Apt, with one other inquire within 620 S. 9th # 20.
LARGE HOUSE needs 2 female room,
560 each. Phone 297-0803. Upper
^
I FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
re,
’,
0/one other girl,
3 blocks from L
. $50 Utilities paid.
Call 286-9914

Send in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

WATSON’S AMERICAN INDIAN ART
Groovy baskets, rugs, pottery, iewelry
paintings. African/Indian beads, NW
Coast items & heavy incense. Come STATE HOUSE
APTS. Vacancy 2 bdrm,
every day except Mon. 12-5. Opera 2 bath. (urn. Girls
pref. Call 297.8596.
House Antiques, 140 W. Main, L.. Gatos
MALE
ROOMMATE
WANTED. Upper
Dig,
division. Share 2 bdrm, with 2 others.
HART SKIS and bd..ts. Ask for Neil, $50. Call Tony 294-5590 / 433.4540
247-1830. Call after 1-30 p.m.
rollect.
NEW HEAD 360’s, 1970 Model. I S’In
Old, Used Twice. W/O Bindings, Son
aorce- I.e. $120 Phone Bar./ ?oP n41
KENWOODKW-HA (ern

EXPERT L. Lensed Care 0-6 Yrs. For SJS
. Off Senter Rd. Full or Pert
& Eve. 298-2955.
TYPING --my home. Electric Typewriter
- PICA Type-Near Westgate Shopping
Center. 379.5098.
MEET your perfect match. Campus Dating Service $2. 296-3533
TV’S FOR RENT - SPECIAL STUDENT
RATE $9.00 per month. Call 377-2935.
DAY CARE preschool, playroom, yard.
natural foods. 298.3894 or 286-1994.
RABYSITTING in my home part or full
time. 3 blocks from campus. Call Danielle 297-5927.
TYPING - Theses. Term Papers. Manuscripts. Etc. Will Edit, Satisfaction
Guaranteed, Call 294-3772.
EMBLEMS: Embroidered club embIsms
made to order.. Swtin & C...’hain stitch
Swiss Loom. Halstrom’s Emblems, 1464
Hillsdale, 264-2560.
PARKING, 2 blocks from library. $81
rno. or 5 mos. $35. 117 N. 5th 293-4275.

FOUND THAT SPECIAL someone yet?
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: U.D. to Dist.notive wedding invitations by Robert
share 2 bdrm. townhouse at Royal Lanai Ha.., 440 W. Taylor, S.J. 298.23013.
Apts. Pool, Sauna, $80/mo. Call 251AUTO INSURANCE - Annual Liabilit,
4022.
Rates - Married or Single Age 24 and
TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES to share up $93. Married age 19 to 23 $147. tar.
Irg. duplex - fireplace, AEK. 650. 557 Toll 241.3900.
So, 11th, Call 287-5812,
EXQUISITE TYPING, Miss Betty A.
Carey. 293-4700, 50c a page. NO
LOST AND FOUND 161
DITTOS.

HIGH RISE CONTRACT for sale. Interested? Leave a note for Ron Scott
(9058) or contact me at 742 S. 9th
Apt. 5.
DOG LOST-Doberman Pinscher Pup,
Black and Tan. Vic. of 10th and Reed.
ROOM AVAILABLE. Inquire Mrs. Haw. Reward $50.00. Call 295-7496,
4., St.
kins. 406 S
LOST: MALE, WHITE PEKINGESE. Lost
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share at 6th and Julian. Cali Cory. 295-4568 or
quiet, spacious 2 bdrm.. 2 bath. Apt. bring by 336 N. 6th St.
$55/mo. 550 S. 11th #5. Call 287-1066.
HELP! LOST WEDDING RING. Unique
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share handmade, Lost in Student Union during
COOK NEEDED: Five nights a week for 2 bd., furn, apt, with myself. Pool. 21/2 finals. If found call 379-1271.
block’ to campus. $57.50/mo, pref. non- WILL PAY $5 to find SJS Library Book.
Salary open. 293 5933.
smoker, working grad student. Call 287- BRACKENBURY, "THE NEAREST
7665 between 5-6:30, Sat, 9-10:30.
GUARD.’ Call 325-3493.
HOUSING 151
MALE STUDENT needed to share I bdr.
SERVICES is;
apt. $55/mo. Near campus. T.V. Stereo,
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed - to 439 So. 4th #I9. 297.4527.
share 1 bdrm. apt. 650/mo. 357 E. San
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast. At.
Fernando #1, Call Kathy, 286.5673,
ROOM & KITCHEN PRIV. Good loca- curate, Minor Editing, Mrs. Baxter, Phone
tion TV, Laundry $55.00/mo. 287-5005. 244-6581.
I WANT to share an apt. starting Feb.
I, (970. Near campus, prefer own bed- ROOM & BOARD WOMEN - good lo- EXPERT TYPING SERVICE E. San Jew
room. Write or call Bob Kotch, 7303 cation. Color TV, laundry. $105/mo. 258-4335 143 Bahama Way,
Kraft Ave., North Hollywood, Calif. 287.5005.
OUTSTANDING TYPING - Electric.
(213) 765-8778.
.
MALE ROOMMATE, open-minded. toler- Term papers, reports, manuscripts. V.
FEMALE STUDENT: serious, non-smoking. ant, wants same for semester. $60/mo. Barker, 294-0076 Weekdays only 84.
Nice room for rent with kitchen priv. 255 N. 3rd #7, contact evenings. No
CAMPUS Dating Service $2.00. Meet
287.3125 or 293.9390 after 2.
straights and if peace isn’t your thing, your ideal match, 296-3533.
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED to don’t bother.
RENT A TV OR STEREO OR TAPE
share 2 bdrrn, furnished apartment with
2 others. 726 S. 10th St. #5, $37.50/mo. FEMALE NON-SMOKER WANTED to RECORDER: Free Service. No contract.
share
2
bdr,
house
on
S.
8th.
Separate
Free Dervery in S.J. Call Esche’s 261.
Call 294-1635.
bdrm. Call 293-0881, or 293- I 659.
2598.
WANTED FEMALE senior or grad stu
dent (neat) to share modern 2 bedroom, 2 bath apt. 333 N. 5, #2. 2987642.

61 ALFA ROMEO SPIDER VELOCE 1,ocl cond. $750 or offer. 258.7434 after ONE GIRL NEEDED to share 2 bdrm
6:00.
ho..se with three others. Prefer Senior
Soc. Major. $42.50 mo. Call 287-3929,
’63 FALCON Mod. 6 cyl., Stick, New
Tires, Gen., Start, Reg., Monroe Over- ROOMMATE WANTED. Male. for 2
bedroom townhouse. Pool, Pool Table and
loads. Air Lifts. $500. 259 0824,
Patio. $85.00. Call Chuck 3603 Greenlee
’63 MG 1100 SEDAN: Rebuilt engine, Dr. No. 3. 296.3617..
new trans., radial tires. Great commute
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
& fun car. 30 mpg. $600. 245.6567.
2 bedroom, 2 bath apartment with 3
’64 M.G. 1100 Sedan. Recent paint and others. Call 286-4538.
overhaul, In excellent condition. Asking
LARGE HOUSE for rent. Students only,
$550. Call 287-0631.
maximum 5. $260/mo. 295-7438.
1963 DODGE 330 New fires, battery, ONE MALE ROOMMATE wanted.
mufflers. $600 or best offer. Call 287- Apartment on North 5th. $55 plus utili
1381.
ties. Carl 287-4931,
VW REPAIR, New, Rebuilt or Used
Parts, Save $ on Labor & Parts. I will
buy your broken down VW. Call
Herbert, 82 Goodyear, SJ, 292-3768.

MALE ROOMMATES need 4..
_
’ -....ntains behind Saru
,
mplete use of house
.,
u
Paid. Call 1367-4520,

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

HAVE AN IDEA HE’S TELLING. THEM AFOOTTHAT DRAWING COURSE HE’S TAKING.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
1
’thee’s. 645/mo 384 E. Wil:)3 099n r’
-, an,
_ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CLASSIFIED RATES
’ annum
Three lines
One day

3
4
5
6

lines
lines
lines
lines

Add this
amount for
no iddi.
Venal line

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ed here:
(Count approxImatsIy 33 letters and spaces tor each line)

One day

Two days

Three days

Four days

Ave days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
340
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION

Print Name
Address

Enclosed Is

City

Phone

For

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED!
E1 Personal (7)
El Help Wanted (4)
0 Announcements (I)
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
96114
0 Union (8)
0 Automotive (2)
0 Housing (5)
0 Trenseertelese (V)
0 Led and Fame Oh
El For Sete (3)
Plum Woo 2 Imo Mor plains kw ad Is
WSW.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Days

